Corrigendum

Edita Smělíková (Mendel University in Brno) published in the journal Agricultural Economics (Zemědělská ekonomika) an article titled "Analysis of manufacturing network and supply chains from the operation strategy perspective" (52, 2006, pp. 418–426), in which unfortunately some parts of the text as well as certain schemes are identical with the text of the article "Manufacturing networks and supply chain: an operational strategy perspective," authors M. Rudberg, J. Olhander published earlier in the journal OMEGA – The International Journal of Management Science (31, 2003, pp. 29–39). The article of E. Smělíková is therefore a plagiarism and M. Rudberg and J. Olhander are thus the rightful authors of the article in question.

With regard to this occasion, the editorial board of the Agricultural Economics asks all its potential authors with the utmost seriousness to kindly strictly observe the ethical principles, namely the principle of publishing solely their own original texts, to which they have already been traditionally bound by the editorial board.

We especially namely apologise for this unfortunate occurrence to M. Rudberg and J. Olhander, as well as to the journal OMEGA.

Editorial board of the Agricultural Economics (Zemědělská ekonomika)